Space
From the authors

Of course, all of you know the theme of this drink is space. Why else would it be called the space drink? Well, quite a large number of members thought it would be a different, maybe even more experimental, reason. But as expected, the theme drink committee had to let these members down when told they could not bring their own space cake to the space drink...

However, let this not stop us from obtaining new experiences, getting a doubled vision, and acting incredibly stupid. With the perfect mix of activities and other consumptions, we can achieve all desired effects just as easily right here. So enjoy this theme drink, enjoy reading this edition of the Public Void Close(), and let’s go ‘van de kaart’! (you get it, because space is also not on the map haha)

Public Service Announcement

A bag of popcorn has a recommended amount of microwave time. Weirdly enough you should adhere to this time, and not add a minute or two. If you do not, you should make another portion of popcorn for Charlie and the fire brigade.

Fresh University

As you might know, the UT has increased the restrictions on ventilation capacity. They now want to adhere to the ‘Frisse School’, or ‘Fresh School’, standards. We were not too worried about this announcement, because, as everyone is told in their first year, we are not at a school but at a university. Sadly, it seems the UT has forgotten this fact, so the ventilation capacity of the lecture halls now also needs to be up-to-par to these standards. The UT was also nice enough to enforce these rules in our drinking rooms, as with a lot of first-year students joining our association, they need to learn our ‘mores’ of course. However, this does result in the capacity of our drinking rooms being limited to 21 persons per room.

Luckily, one of our lovely brother associations has found a solution to this problem: As you can see in the picture attached, they have doubled the ventilation capacity with just one simple trick! Our thanks go out to them, and we hope to see more people take the initiative in these strange times.

Draconic Drinking
From the DipsomaniA

Today, on the 8th of October, is the peak of the Draconid meteor shower. The shower should be visible near the stars ‘Rastaban’ and ‘Eltamin’, which are known as ‘The Dragon’s eyes’. In 1933 and 1946, thousands of meteors per hour could be seen. This year, it is expected that we will only see about ten meteors per hour, and they might not even be that visible to us. However, you do not have to be sad! The DipsomaniA, which is the theme drink committee of Inter-Actief, has created their own extraterrestrial activity for you with this Rocket Launch Drink!

Be sure to join the astronaut training before we launch to the International Space Station. Fill yourself up with rocketshot. Experience drinking in low gravity, and maybe we will even spot some extraterrestrial life forms.

Missing: Beer Bench

Since last Saturday, one of our precious beer benches has been missing. Please contact info@lustrumpixelate.nl if you have any information regarding the location of our bench.

Bartender’s Blog
From the teppers

‘Twas the end of the week, and the start of October,
When the members gathered, still being sober;
All were so tired, from studying all week,
They all craved one thing, something rather unique;

“But what could it be?”, I heard the board ask,
“Is it some Ketel, right here from my Flask?”
That was not it; they wanted something sweeter,
And for the birthday boy, even a liter.

“I have an idea!”, Bram yelled
through the room,  
“A drink with great smell, better than perfume”;  
“It is downstairs, where we serve which you seek”;  
“It’ll get you there, past your Ballmer Peak”.  

So the board walked downstairs, filled with anticipation;  
“The AbScInt below, that is our next station”;  
As they walked in, they looked at the teppers,  
And saw a golden liquid, the only thing that matters.  

For today is Friday, and the weekend is near,  
Bram exclaimed: “Let us forget, all that we fear.”  
His words sounded passionate and severe,  
As he began to chug, his very first beer.  

All was good again, as their problems became smaller,  
Just because they drank, this drink of golden color;  
Inspired by this, since all seemed alright:  
Bram said: “Happy borrel to all, and to all a good night!”

---

Public Void Puzzle();

Every public void close() contains a puzzle to exercise your mind. This puzzle should be an easy one, you just have to place stars on the grid according to the rules:

- Two stars cannot be adjacent horizontally, vertically or diagonally.  
- You have to place 1 star on each row, column and shape.

If you need some more motivation: the first person or group to hand over the correct solution to the bartenders will receive eleven free drinks from the bartenders!